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Ownership at Work
Ownership at Work’s mission is to generate new thinking and
ideas on employee ownership’s contribution to the UK economy.
An independent think tank, Ownership at Work publishes policy
papers, guidance and research on the fastest growing business
model in the UK economy. Holding charitable status, Ownership
at Work is a politically impartial research partner of the Employee
Ownership Association, the national body which speaks for the UK’s
£30 billion employee ownership sector.

Other recent papers published by
Ownership at Work:
Equity for All – how a simple trust can spread ownership
and wealth to millions
Capital Partners? – why it’s time for finance and employee
ownership to talk
Redesigning the CEO – how employee ownership changes
the art of leadership
A Partnership Fund for Jobs – how government can help
small business cope with the crisis
Redesigning Work – employee owners speak

Campbell McDonald
Campbell McDonald is Chief Executive of Ownership at Work and is one of
the UK’s leading employee ownership (EO) practitioners. Campbell worked
as a consultant to the John Lewis Partnership for two years before leading
the creation of Baxendale Advisory, an employee-owned management
consultancy specialising in the creation and growth of mutual and EO
businesses. Formerly a Trustee for Ownership at Work, Campbell previously
worked as an independent expert on building thriving EO workforce
cultures and effective governance mechanisms. He is Chair of the Board of
EOT Trustees at a global architecture firm, a member of the National Social
Value Task Force and sits on the Cabinet Office’s Small Business Panel.
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OVERVIEW
Covid-19 has shown us that every worker is key to our economy and
society.
As the debate begins on how we start to rebuild our economy, the
UK must put workers at the heart of the recovery. This will not only
rebuild our economy but build it back better, based on sustainable
foundations, with the principles of employee engagement,
innovation, collective endeavour and entrepreneurship at its heart.
Yes, this is ambitious but there is a ready-made formula to act as
the catalyst. That formula is employee ownership, a £30 billion
sector of the economy and growing. With policy support from
the Government, employee ownership can support an economic
recovery that is strong, sustainable and fair.

This paper offers some practical recommendations, drawn from
insights and experience of employee owned businesses.
It includes:
•

Introducing a new Partnership Fund to protect businesses
and jobs

•

Creating new Key Worker Funds to protect vulnerable sectors

•

Updating tax rules to scale up employee ownership and 		
address wealth inequality

•

Putting in place stronger incentives for better long-term 		
business behaviour
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1. INTRODUCTION
Covid-19 has shown us that every worker is key to our economy and
society. The public’s appreciation for key workers and the Government’s
extraordinary interventions to protect jobs will stand out as two of the
defining features of the pandemic.
As we look towards an economic recovery we must ignite an explosion
of national energy in our workforce. Because it is the workers we
appreciated during lockdown that hold the key not only to returning
to economic growth but creating a sustainable economy built on
the principles of long-term investment, high employment standards,
entrepreneurship and innovation.
These are some of the defining characteristics of employee ownership.
In response to the current crisis, new independent think tank
Ownership at Work has come together with the Employee Ownership
Association to help to influence thinking about the UK’s economic
recovery and contribute to a growing post-Covid consensus around the
future of work.
Drawing on insights from our unique evidence base, the analysis
below sets out why we believe it is critical to put the principles of
employee ownership at the heart of our recovery thinking. We offer
a set of practical solutions. We will continue to develop those with
organisations and experts from within the employee owned sector
and beyond.
Our ambitions are to ensure we learn the right lessons from the current
crisis, support good businesses to survive and help address the
underlying challenges in our society and economy. We aim to ensure
policy-makers and businesses put our insights at the heart of their
recovery plans.

The opportunity
Covid-19 has turned the world on its head. As we begin to get back to our
feet, we have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to rebuild our economy
and society on more resilient and sustainable foundations. That starts
by fundamentally improving the deal on offer to workers in large parts of
our economy.
If employees are given a stake in the future success of their
organisations this will help unlock the triple benefits of productivity,
creativity and collective endeavour needed to help get the country back
on track, and importantly bring additional benefits to a greater number
of individual workers.
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The challenge we face
Covid-19 has heralded unprecedented changes to the way we work.
There have been tectonic shifts in the role of the state in our personal
and economic lives. Widespread overhaul of existing working practices
alongside the remarkable courage and endeavour of so many individuals
has given business and government a glimpse of how much can
be achieved.
While society has welcomed a reappraisal of the importance and value
of work done by some of the lowest paid in our society, it has also winced
at the behaviours of others who have put the interests of a few alreadywealthy shareholders over the welfare of the average employee.
In addition, Covid-19 has thrown a new and particularly harsh light on a
set of profound pre-existing structural flaws in our society and economy.
Every person engaged in the working life of our country plays their own
part in our GDP, our national productivity scores, our wealth creation.
Yet the richest 10 per cent of households own almost half the nation’s
wealth (Office for National Statistics data); overall our productivity has
roughly flatlined for a decade; and repeated surveys have told us many
employees are unhappy at work, don’t feel listened to and don’t feel fairly
rewarded for the effort they put in.
This virus continues to expose painful truths as it impacts different parts
of our society in uneven and inequitable ways. Key workers and the low
paid - many of whom cannot work from home, or afford a drop in pay
without losing the roof over their heads, who typically have no savings
or assets to fall back on, hold multiple jobs in already-fragile sectors and
are forced to fall back on statutory sick pay when too ill to work – have
been disproportionately punished by the health and financial threats the
virus has brought.
That group is comprised of disproportionate numbers of younger people,
BAME individuals and women. Many of those jobs exist in sectors where the
lowest paid have been under-valued for years, including retail, social care,
transport, construction and hospitality. And those are the very sectors
relied on by many who are entering the workforce for the first time.
We must find answers that directly address the economic vulnerability
of these groups and sectors, but also tackle head on the growing
underlying structural inequality that makes our social foundations
increasingly unstable.
We need a recovery plan that learns the lessons not just of the last three
months but the last 30 years and gives us a global competitive advantage
in the process.
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2. A NEW DEAL FOR WORKERS
When the risk to public health finally reduces and we come together
to achieve financial recovery, the first challenge is simply to restart
our economy and get our workforce fully active again. But we need to
shape how this recovery happens. We cannot afford a return to the
old status quo; and many of those who have made sacrifices in this
time may not give us that option.
This crisis has underlined our interdependence. We can be in no
doubt that the welfare and happiness of individuals in every corner
of our society is manifestly critical to the success of the whole.
There have been multiple calls to look again at the unspoken
agreements on which our most important relationships are founded
– the fundamental promises made between individuals, government,
businesses, communities and civil society. To properly respect
everyone’s contribution, we need a major re-investment in the
importance of individuals in our economy.
The time has come for both private and public sectors to do more
to recognise the value of their workforce and put a new deal on the
table. Every employee should be offered a meaningful stake in their
working future; the chance to share in more of the value they help to
create and the voice to help shape how that happens. This will help
redress some of the fundamental imbalances exposed by the current
crisis and ensure our recovery is genuinely resilient.

How do we know this works?
The evidence already shows that broad-based employee ownership
can unleash the productivity explosion the UK needs. By committing
to share with employees a fair portion of the value they help to
create, and wiring in opportunities for their voice to be heard, this
approach has consistently unlocked a profound uplift in energy,
commitment and passion in hundreds of businesses, large and small,
across a wide range of sectors.
We only need to look at the data to see the potential. In 2018, the
sector’s trade body, the Employee Ownership Association, published
a comprehensive account of the evidence base underpinning stories
of leaps in productivity and profitability at newly employee owned
firms. Latest statistics tell us the employee owned sector was
growing at 10% a year pre-Covid, drawing in household names like
Aardman Animations, Riverford Organics and cosmetics retailer Lush
to join longer-standing employee owned firms including John Lewis
Partnership, Arup and Mott MacDonald.

Source
The Ownership Effect – evidence survey
http://theownershipeffect.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Global_literature_review_The_Ownership_Effect_Inquiry-What_does_the_evidence_tell_us_June_2017.pdf
The Ownership Effect Inquiry – final evidence report
http://theownershipeffect.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/The_Ownership_Effect-Inquiry_Final_Evidence_Report.pdf
Employee Ownership Association – what the evidence tells us
https://employeeownership.co.uk/resources/what-the-evidence-tells-us/
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3.EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP INSIGHTS INTO
PANDEMIC RECOVERY
Business recovery and resilience
National recovery will require an explosion in productivity. Years of
evidence from successful employee owned firms demonstrates that if
you share information, influence and reward with individual employees,
you get increased energy and endeavour in return.
In the short-term, we must acknowledge that SMEs are the lifeblood of
the economy and ensure their financial resilience and ability to operate
are protected, and are not overwhelmed by the burden of debt taken
on during this crisis; not just over upcoming months (when many are
at risk of either shutting their doors or being swallowed up by larger
competitors), but over the longer-term (ensuring confidence returns to
hire and invest in growth).
Most EO firms are highly motivated and productive SMEs which, when
passed into the hands of committed worker owners, will protect jobs and
keep firms thriving in local economies. Under the previous recession,
evidence shows they proved more resilient than their non-employee
owned peers.

Underlying inequality
Evidence suggests that EO businesses consistently do more than their
peers to address both income and wealth inequality.
The culture of many mutually owned and run firms means that on
factors like average to highest pay differential they typically out-perform
national averages in their sectors, putting a greater proportion of income
into the pockets of more junior members of the business.
By putting either meaningful direct shareholding or cash dividends and
bonuses into the hands of every worker in the firm, the international
evidence base highlights the positive impact on tackling wealth and
asset inequality for lower income households.

New vision for the role of business
There is a growing consensus that in return for the significant levels of
government-funded support to stay afloat through this crisis, we need to
see an enhanced level of reciprocity from businesses themselves.
The EO sector includes many fine examples of businesses who are
already leading the way in demonstrating how far firms can go, in:
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• enlightened levels of commitment to their employees
• sharing information, influence and reward
• investing in health and wellbeing
• inviting participation in governance
• wider commitments to local communities and economies, as well
as environmental sustainability

Investment in key workers
This crisis has underlined the fact that every worker is key. Employers
from all sectors (public, private, social) must invest in protecting the
physical and mental health and wellbeing of all employees. However, when
we emerge from the immediate public health needs of this crisis and
the sense of crucial emergency passes, we must ensure that particular
groups of workers are not forgotten about all over again.
The new appreciation of how vital key workers are must become central
to economic policy and recovery – changing assumptions about roles
like nurses, carers and healthcare assistants, teachers and classroom
assistants, bus and train drivers, waitresses and construction workers.
In almost every corner of our economy we can find examples of EO firms
going over and above to invest in and improve the experience at work
for their employees, from supporting health and wellbeing through to
addressing the challenges of low pay by sharing a fairer proportion of the
value they help to create.

Innovation and new working practices
Most of the national workforce has been thrown into a workplace
experiment, largely based on remote working. Many sectors have had to
radically alter their operating and commercial models to stay afloat.
As we start the climb to recovery, all businesses will need to be innovative,
agile, creative and highly responsive. Many of the best ideas will come
from employees, if they are encouraged and supported to contribute.
Many EO firms typically excel at innovation and creativity and their
response to this crisis has been no exception. By giving employees
the tools, information, permissions, responsibility and incentives to
innovate, the EO model consistently promotes precisely the kind of
entrepreneurialism and ingenuity the UK needs right now.
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New vision for the role of government
The role of government and the wider public sector will continue
to be paramount in building a truly inclusive economy. Government
will need to revisit and reimagine its roles as provider of services,
purchaser of services, insurer of risk, and investor in people,
sectors and infrastructure.
We need a new vision in which the Government:
•

works proactively and constructively with the private sector on
how best to support employees, address sustainability,
contribute to local communities and generate social value

•

supports and protects charities, and voluntary and community
organisations; and

•

is creative in how it addresses the motivations and rewards for
key workers delivering services to the public (whether or not
they are directly employed by the public sector).

The nation that clapped key workers every Thursday night was
not just saying thank you but was also showing support for a
world where community support and social value become not just
expected but required.
This is what employee owned businesses do. They typically support
the environment and their local communities as part of their
mission. Employee owned organisations that actively commit to
creating additional social capital in this way gain the power to
attract and retain committed people who, as employee owners,
create the added social value.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Ownership at Work aims to develop specific and practical
solutions. Our immediate focus is on tackling the significant
challenges our economy and society will face in the short-term.
In all of our recommendations, we are applying the insights
and experience of broad-based employee ownership. We will
continue to develop these solutions with input from a range of
partners and experts.

1. Introduce a new Partnership Fund
to protect businesses and jobs
There is a significant risk - as smaller firms in particular
start to taper off the Government’s furlough scheme - that
costs exceed incomes, jobs are lost and businesses cease
to trade. We propose the creation of a new Partnership Fund
specifically to help stop this happening and based on the
principles of employee ownership.

The Partnership Fund would invite employees to offer temporary wage
concessions matched in value by co-investment from the Government,
with both parties taking equity stakes in the business.
Employees who can afford to accept a reduced income for a finite
period potentially save their jobs, the jobs of colleagues and potentially
the whole company in exchange for a potential equity return. Owners
get new cash into the business, a reduced cost base and two new
shareholders: one essentially passive (the Government, through the
British Business Bank) and the other a group of highly motivated
employees throwing all their energy into recovery and future growth.
The Government helps to protect jobs, prevents businesses going to
the wall and promotes national recovery in a way that starts to address
underlying fault lines around wealth inequality.
Based closely on existing Treasury programmes and designed to reduce
launch time, this scheme could be put in place rapidly. Where its stake
has increased in value, the Government could later choose to share its
gain with those lower paid employees who couldn’t afford the original
wage concessions, recognising the value of their effort and showing
genuine reciprocity.
The concept of employee equity has been crucially absent from the
public salary-for-shares debate, instead focusing only on government
or private investors taking stakes. However, unless they are properly
incentivised, owners are simply not likely to give up equity when they
can impose salary sacrifice on employees scared of losing their jobs.
Just like the EO model, our approach aligns the interests of employees,
owners and other critical stakeholders.
Please read our specific publication on this proposal by the
scheme’s creator Nigel Mason: A Partnership Fund for Jobs https://ownershipatwork.org/publications/
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2. New Key Worker Funds
Key Worker Funds would aim to support and protect vital but
vulnerable parts of our economy which are too important to
fail and employ many of our lowest-paid key workers. Set
up by Government, the Funds could offer recapitalisation
as well as growth capital to organisations in those sectors,
and take stakes in good businesses struggling to survive the
current crisis. The Funds would share any increase in value
with employees, to give workers a stake.

As the Thursday night clapping for carers fades, it is critical that we
do not lose sight of the importance of showing reciprocity to those
who work in our essential services, particularly in vulnerable sectors
such as care or transport.
Key Worker Funds could be attractive to institutional and private
investors. The demand for investment opportunities with an impact
based on Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) criteria is rising,
estimated to be worth US$30 trillion globally, with reports of some
ESG investment opportunities heavily oversubscribed.
The Funds would be run through arrangements that allow for the
representation of management, unions and employees from the relevant
sector alongside government. This would ensure that the employee voice
is heard in decisions made over the future of these vehicles and that
employees share in any value they generate over time.
If there is a growth in the value of Fund-held assets then not only
would investors get paid, but employees in firms where loans or
equity were held by the Fund would also receive a pay-out. By
inserting this principle of shared reward into the Funds, low-paid
key workers would effectively hold a stake in the future of their
enterprise and will be incentivised to throw their energy into
ensuring their organisations survive and grow.
The concept of building in shared reward for employees and
capitalising on the motivation that could bring has been critically
absent from the public debate on the creation of new sovereign
wealth-style funds or their privately-owned equivalents. Instead we
should use the principles of EO to align the interests of investors,
employees and the Government.

3. Tweak tax to spread wealth
Ownership at Work has set out a handful of incremental
changes that if introduced in the UK could help spread
capital wealth to millions of workers. The building blocks
for employee ownership to drive ‘mass market’ wealth
creation for workers already exist in the form of a John
Lewis Partnership-style Trust mechanism, but it needs
to be tweaked to realise its full potential.

The traditional ways of building wealth for most people – meaningful
pensions saving and home ownership – are no longer available to large
swathes of the working population, especially most younger workers
and many workers in the SME sector. Evidence from the US - where
employee ownership is more common - shows enabling workers to
hold direct stakes in their businesses is a powerful way of increasing
the wealth of low and middle-income households.
Employee Ownership Trusts (EOTs) were introduced in 2014 and are
increasing in number by 30 per cent per annum. Just doubling the
current growth rate of EOTs by 2030 would create more than 9,000
employee owned companies and over 1.5 million employee owners.
The EOT holds the value of shares collectively on behalf of all
employees. EOTs already incentivise business owners to sell to their
employees through exemption from capital gains tax, while offering
income tax free bonuses for all employees. However, to scale up the
benefits, the following changes would build on what works in the US,
and help bring ownership and wealth to many more individual workers:
• Allow EOTs to offer direct shareholdings to individual employees,
using the same principles as the existing Share Incentive Plan –
meaning individual worker owners would have a theoretical taxfree dividend allowance of up to £14,600 – a huge wealth generating
opportunity for lower and middle income earners
• Allow businesses to fund pension contributions by awarding 		
tax-exempt shares to employees’ pension accounts – which 		
would simultaneously lift pension saving levels and increase levels
of employee ownership
• Increase the number of EOTs by applying specific additional tax
benefits that ensure more owners will choose this exit route, and
making EOTs more attractive to external investors
Please see the Ownership at Work specific publication on this
proposal: Equity for All – how a simple trust can spread ownership
and wealth to millions - https://ownershipatwork.org/publications/
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4. Incentivise better business behaviours
The Government should do more to actively differentiate
in favour of companies that follow a published set of
‘enlightened behaviours’ and, where required, compel
organisations to play an active and positive role in support
of a wide range of stakeholders including employees. These
changes should explicitly set out the kind of reciprocity
expected in return for Government backing to survive the
crisis, particularly for larger international firms.

• Firms who have benefited from government-funded support
should be compelled to meet a published set of ‘enlightened
behaviours’ potentially framed through a form of social licensing
agreement tailored to specific sectors – those behaviours should
be agreed through a national debate which includes the voices
of low and middle income employees
• Use the provisions of the existing Social Value Act to give 		
additional weighting in public sector procurement to firms who
have gone over and above to protect their employees through
this crisis, particularly those who are more financially vulnerable
• Reinforce expectations around corporate behaviours by
reviewing the 2006 Companies Act to consider mandating
activity that will help ensure a resilient and genuinely inclusive
economy, including revising Section 172 to more explicitly 		
ensure Boards of companies meet a high bar in the benefits they
generate for wider stakeholders including employees, 		
and consider introducing a French-style mandatory profit-		
sharing scheme for businesses with more than 50 employees.
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